
Model 9600 Peterbilt POD LED Headlights are available at your authorized 
J.W. Speaker dealer. 
For more information & technical specifications, go to www.jwspeaker.com
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Look forward. Shine brighter. 

Rediscover the beauty of your Peterbilt truck in a new 
way. The Model 9600 Peterbilt POD LED Headlight is 
expertly engineered with outstanding durability, stunning 
performance, and superior visibility. The iconic plug-
and-play POD light design delivers an innovative style to 
complement and enhance Peterbilt 388/389 and 567 
trucks.

 

This 5-in-1 headlight uses a unique “blade” design to 
integrate turn signal performance and front position optics 
while using Bi-LED technology to digitally switch between 
high and low beam. Complete with optional SmartHeat® 
technology, the Model 9600 is designed to automatically 
remove ice and snow from the lens, giving Peterbilt drivers 
better visibility in treacherous winter conditions. 

VERSATILITY. DURABILITY. VISIBILITY. 

MODEL 9600 PETERBILT POD LED HEADLIGHT
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Advanced Technology. 
The Model 9600 Peterbilt POD LED Headlights are the definition of 
innovative technology. Built with Bi-LED digital switching between 
high and low beams, this light provides greater “ditch-to-ditch” 
visibility to improve safety for drivers and other motorists. This 5-in-1 
light offers stunning illumination for all of its beam patterns including 
High and Low Beam, DRL, Front Position, and Turn Signal. Its iconic 
design includes front-side markers with feature lines and reflex optics 
that meet DOT standards for beam output, pattern, and anti-glare.      

Part No. Description

0556661 12V Peterbilt LED Heated Headlight, Left-hand, Chrome Bezel

0556671 12V Peterbilt LED Heated Headlight, Right-hand, Chrome Bezel

0556681 12V Peterbilt LED Headlight, Left-hand, Chrome Bezel

0556691 12V Peterbilt LED Headlight, Right-hand, Chrome Bezel

Low Beam

Low Beam + Turn Signal

Front Position

DRL

UPGRADE PETERBILT 388, 389, & 567 TRUCKS

BUILT BY THE BEST, FOR THE BEST

Outstanding Durability.
Expertly engineered with attention to detail, the Model 9600 isn’t just  
designed to look stunning. With polycarbonate housing, military-
grade lens, anti-fog coating, and UV protection this light is built to 
outperform in even the most demanding conditions. Our patented 
SmartHeat® technology completes this package by melting snow 
and ice. Integrated with an intelligent grid system that reacts in real-
time, the light automatically heats the lens without driver intervention.

High Beam

High Beam Exceptional punch offers more light over the horizon when necessary

Low Beam 
Expansive bright white LED spread, amber side marker, and precise beam 
patterns and foreground illumination

Turn Signal Flashing amber LEDs stand out against white for clear indications

DRL Eye-catching visibility for daytime driving

Front Position Emit brilliant LED light for maximum visibility
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